Abstract. The cutting plane tree (CPT) algorithm provides a finite disjunctive programming procedure to obtain the solution of general mixed-integer linear programs (MILP) with bounded integer variables. In this paper, we present our computational experience with variants of the CPT algorithm. Because the CPT algorithm is based on discovering multi-term disjunctions, this paper is the first to present computational results with multi-term disjunctions. We implement two variants for cut generation using alternative normalization schemes. Our results demonstrate that even a preliminary implementation of the CPT algorithm (with either normalization) is able to close a significant portion of the integrality gap without resorting to branch-and-cut. As a by-product of our experiments, we also conclude that one of the cut generation schemes (namely minimizing the 1 norm of cut coefficients) appears to have an edge over the other.
Introduction
This work constitutes a follow-on to a recent paper (Chen et al., 2009) in which the authors settled several questions related to finite convergence of cutting plane algorithms that use disjunctive cuts for mixed-integer linear programs with general integer variables (MILP-G). The main algorithmic issue that was settled was an answer to the following question: If we are restricted to introducing only one (disjunctive) valid inequality in any iteration, is there a finitely convergent pure cutting plane algorithm that solves MILP-G? The main construct developed to answer this question affirmatively is the notion of a cutting plane tree (CPT). The CPT represents an adaptive sequence of disjunctions involving multiple variables, and is able to discover the convex hull (closure) of any instance of a bounded MILP-G, without having to specify an a priori hierarchy. This characterization is a generalization of the sequential convexification process of Balas (1979) for MILP with binary variables (MILP-B). However, it is important to note that the same sequential process of convexification (one variable at a time) does not yield the convex hull of MILP-G in finitely many steps (Owen and Mehrotra, 2001 Cook et al. (1990) showed non-convergence for MILP-G using split disjunctions, and even in the case of MILP-B, Sen and Sherali (1985) presented examples of non-convergence in which facet inequalities of two-term (simple) disjunctions are derived to cut away the solution to the most recent LP relaxation. Chen et al. (2009) use the CPT algorithm to solve the above instances in finitely many iterations. In this sense, the CPT algorithm has the algorithmic power to discern important disjunctions during the course of a cutting plane scheme.
In the current paper, we pursue the next logical question: does the algorithmic power of CPT translate into superior computational performance? Since our goal is to investigate the effectiveness of CPT, we will focus on a pure cutting plane algorithm (i.e., no branch-and-cut). Given that there is no computational experience with multi-term disjunctions, this study also provides the first glimpse at the computational potential of using multi-term disjunctions. The only study that we are aware of is the paper by Perregaard and Balas (2001) in which they studied the computational time required to solve a cut generation LP (CGLP) with 2 k -term disjunctions representing all possible combinations of k 0-1 variables. They report computational experience with alternative values of k = 1, . . . , 4, and alternative solution algorithms for CGLP. However, their study was not intended to investigate the performance of multi-term disjunctions for solving MILP-G. Despite the recent explosion of computational experiments using disjunctive programming (Balas and Bonami, 2009 , Balas and Saxena, 2008 , Bonami and Minoux, 2005 , Fischetti et al., 2009 , there is a clear paucity of computational experience with multi-term disjunctions to solve MILPs, let alone, flexible disjunctions of the type generated by the CPT algorithm.
In this paper, we investigate whether the cuts generated by the CPT algorithm have the power to close a significant portion of the optimality gap between the LP relaxation and the MILP optimum. Although environments like CPLEX and COIN-OR allow the use of a variety of other cuts, we will switch off all such options, thus testing only the CPT algorithm as a pure cutting plane algorithm. Thus, the current paper is embarking on a preliminary exploration of computations with the CPT process, which if promising, will provide the impetus for more streamlined computational software in the future. Our computational results show that a CPT algorithm can make significant progress towards closing the integrality gap for moderately large MILP instances from MIPLIB 3.0. These results are obtained using two variants, and for each of these, we report that the average gap closure is significant (54% and 61% respectively) within an hour of computing.
This paper begins with a brief presentation of the CPT algorithm in Section 2. Following this background, Section 3 provides a discussion of the computer implementation, the experimental setting, and the computational results. In Section 4, we examine these results in connection with those that have appeared in the literature and based on this assessment, we recommend future research directions.
Cutting Plane Tree Algorithm
Consider a mixed-integer linear program stated as
where the first n 1 components of x are required to be integers. The set obtained by relaxing the integrality requirements of X is denoted by X L . Let all integer variables be bounded with x j ∈ [0, u j ] for all j = 1, . . . , n 1 , where u j could be ∞. Assuming that u j < ∞ for all j = 1, . . . , n 1 , Chen et al. (2009) showed that the CPT algorithm is finitely convergent for a version that introduced one disjunctive cut in any iteration.
Our computational experiments are carried out with a slight generalization in which multiple cuts are generated using those variables that are fractional in any iteration. This approach, which results in a "round of cuts" has become standard for computational experiments with lift-and-project cuts (Balas et al., 1996, Bonami and Minoux, 2005) as well as Gomory cuts with multiple source rows.
In the cutting plane tree (CPT), T , there is a single root node o. For each node σ ∈ T , an integer m σ keeps track of the cutting planes that will be used to generate a disjunctive cut when this node is revisited, an integer v σ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n 1 } stores the index of the integer variable that is split, and an integer q σ stores the (lower) level of the splitting. Let l σ , r σ and p σ denote links to the left child, right child and parent nodes of node σ, respectively. Let S(σ) be all nodes on the subtree rooted at node σ (not including node σ). Let N (σ) be the collection of the nodes on the path from the root node to node σ (not including the root node), let N − (σ) be the collection of each node in N (σ) that is the left child node of its parent and let N + (σ) be the collection of each node in N (σ) that is the right child node of its parent. Given σ ∈ T define
Let L k+1 denote the collection of all leaf nodes of the cutting plane tree at iteration k. Let L(t) be the set of leaf nodes on subtree rooted at node t. Let φ k be the number of disjunctive cuts generated until iteration k, hence the number of disjunctive cuts generated in iteration k is φ k+1 − φ k . We let m σ store an iteration index, which gives the set X mσ to be used in the cut generation linear program (CGLP) (Balas, 1979, Sherali and Shetty, 1980) . The set X k corresponds to X L together with the first φ k cuts added to it. If X k ∩ C lσ = ∅ (X k ∩ C rσ = ∅), we say that the left (right) child node of σ is "fathomed", i.e., l σ = null (r σ = null).
The pseudo-code of the cutting plane tree algorithm with rounds of cuts is given in Algorithm 1. At iteration k, if the current extreme point solution to min x∈X k c x, given by x k is integral, then we have found the optimal solution to MILP-G. Otherwise, we search the cutting plane tree, to find the last node σ on the path from the root node such that x k ∈ C σ . There are two cases:
and x k ∈ C rσ ). In Case (1), for each fractional variable x j , let the split variable be v σ = j. We create two new nodes: left (l σ ) and right (r σ ) children of σ at the split level q σ = x k j . We let
. In this case, we also let m σ = k, as this is the first time the tree search for a fractional solution stops at node σ. In Case (2), the cutting plane tree and m σ are unchanged. However, in this case, we update m t = k for all successors of σ, t ∈ S(σ). We generate a valid inequality for the set clconv{∪ t∈L j k+1 (X mσ ∩ C j t )} that cuts off x k (using CGLP). We describe the CGLP in greater detail in Section 2.1. The new valid inequalities generated for each fractional x j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n 1 } are included along with those defining X k , and the resulting set is denoted by X k+1 . This process continues until the stopping criterion is satisfied.
Comparing the pseudo-code presented in Algorithm 1 with that presented in Chen et al. (2009) , the differences are due to the implementation of the rounds of cuts in line 18 and lines 5-12. The "for" loop in line 18 lets us generate multiple cuts. Lines 5-12 perform a specific tree management rule, which creates two new nodes in the CPT emanating from the current node σ, provided that one of the fractional variables x j that was used to form a disjunction in the previous iteration (k − 1) is integral in iteration k. The split level is q σ = x k−1 j . In effect, the expansion of the tree is delayed until one round of cuts renders a fractional variable integral.
Algorithm 1 Cutting plane tree algorithm
Search for node σ ∈ T such that: either σ ∈ L k and x k ∈ C σ ; or, node σ ∈ L k and x k ∈ C σ ,
if ∃j = 1, . . . , n 1 with x k−1 j ∈ Z and x k j ∈ Z then 6:
σ ← l σ .
10:
σ ← r σ . 
16:
end if 17:
18:
21:
Generate a valid inequality for the set clconv{∪ t∈L j k+1
(X mσ ∩C t )} that cuts off x k (using CGLP). Append this valid inequality to the set X k+1 . Increment φ k+1 .
22:
end for
23:
Let k ← k + 1. Let x k ∈ arg min x∈X k c x, where x k is a vertex of X k . 24: end while Algorithm 2 function: Form disjunction (X, T , L, σ, j,x) 1: Create a node l − with l σ = l − , p l − = σ and a node l + with r σ = l + ,
Let L ← L ∪ {l + }. Let T ← T ∪ {l + }. 10: else
11:
Let l + = null (fathom). 12: end if 2.1. Cut Generation. Let x k ∈ C σ be the fractional solution at iteration k. For fractional variable x k j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n 1 }, define the sets , where λ t corresponds to the vector of multipliers associated with A m x ≥ b m , and µ t , ν t denote the vectors of multipliers for the lower and upper bound constraints, L t ≤ x ≤ U t , respectively. The CGLP has the form:
(2)
The optimal solution to the CGLP yields an inequality π x ≥ π 0 valid for X that cuts off x k .
The feasible set defined by (2)-(4) is a cone, and its extreme rays correspond to valid inequalities including all facets of the disjunctive program at hand. To truncate the feasible set and obtain a bounded solution, various normalization constraints have been studied in the literature (Balas, 1979 , Balas and Bonami, 2009 , Balas and Perregaard, 2002 , Cadoux, 2010 , Cornuéjols and Lemaréchal, 2006 , Fischetti et al., 2009 , Rey and Sagastizábal, 2002 . The introduction of the normalization constraint may generate extreme points of CGLP that do not correspond to facets of the convex hull (closure) of the disjunctive set. The computational results presented in Balas et al. (1996) , Fischetti et al. (2009) , Balas and Bonami (2009) , as well as the results summarized in Section 3, show that the choice of normalization has some impact on the performance and stability of the algorithm. Recognizing this, we experiment with two alternatives, although others are clearly possible (Balas and Bonami, 2009, Fischetti et al., 2009 ).
(1) Weighted Cut Coefficients (WCC). This normalization constraint is a variant of that of Balas and Perregaard (2002) , with w π = 1, where w =x − x k , andx is some feasible solution to clconv{∪ t∈L j k+1
(X mσ ∩ C j t )}. In contrast to this choice ofx, Bonami and Minoux (2005) use a mixed-integer feasible solution to X. Since the latter would require our experiments to use either a pre-processing function, or a branch-and-cut algorithm, we modified the recommendation of Balas and Perregaard (2002) to one that fits more naturally in the CPT algorithm. In our implementation, we choosex to be an optimal extreme point of either X k ∩ C j lσ or X k ∩ C j rσ , whichever gives a better bound. As shown in Balas and Perregaard (2002) , including the constraint w π = 1 to (1)-(4) renders the CGLP objective bounded.
(2) Minimum 1-Norm Cut (M1NC) Another way to ensure that the CGLP is bounded is to translate the coordinates to the point x k , and then to find a minimum norm hyperplane that separates the origin from the closure of the convex hull of the disjunctive set. As a result, such cuts may be referred to as "deep" cuts (Cornuéjols and Lemaréchal, 2006 , Cadoux, 2010 , Rey and Sagastizábal, 2002 . As one can recognize, this idea can be traced back to the very origins of optimization, i.e., separating hyperplane theorems. However, care must be taken to implement such ideas in a computationally effective way. It turns out that the choice of the norm used in defining the projection is critical to the success of a computer implementation of the CGLP. Computational experiments reported in Cadoux (2010) suggest that cuts which minimize the 2 norm do not lead to an effective computational approach. We have confirmed this conclusion in our own experiments. One of the normalizations that we report in Section 3 is based on choosing cut coefficients that minimize the 1 norm. The resulting CGLP in the translated space, at iteration k for fractional variable x k j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n 1 }, is
The cut that we obtain is π (x − x k ) ≥ 1. For the sake of completeness, Appendix A presents the duality between the projection of the origin on to the convex hull (closure) of a disjunctive set using the ∞ norm, and a cut with minimum 1 norm.
Computations with the Cutting Plane Tree Algorithm
In this section, we present the first computational study with the CPT algorithm. Since this algorithm creates multi-term disjunctions "on-the-fly", it also constitutes the first experiment involving multi-term disjunctions for MILP-G. Our results show that even a preliminary implementation of the CPT algorithm is able to obtain significant reduction in the integrality gap in many of the mixed-integer instances in MIPLIB. As the cutting plane tree algorithm is developed for MILP-G, we tested it on mixed-integer instances in MIPLIB 3.0 (Bixby et al., 1996) that have less than 1000 variables (as in Bonami and Minoux (2005) ). In addition, we exclude the instance noswot which does not have an integrality gap and the instance mas74 which results in numerical difficulties.
In Table 1 , we report our computational experiments using CPT with multiple cuts per iteration (one for each fractional variable). We compare the two normalization variants (WCC and M1NC) as described in Section 2.1. For each instance, we report the total number of variables (n), the number of general integer variables (#Z) and the number of 0-1 variables (#B). In addition, for each normalization, we report the solution time (in seconds), the number of cuts added, the total number of CPT nodes (N ), the number of leaf nodes (disjunctions) in CPT at termination (T ), and the percentage gap closed, respectively. The asterisk * in some entries under the WCC normalization indicate numerical difficulties that cause early termination. All computations are done on a 3.2 GHz Sun workstation with 4 GB RAM, under 3600 CPU seconds time limit. Because the implementation delegates cut generation to the LP solver, we are not able to enforce the time limit very strictly during cut generation. In all but one instance (bell3a), the run time is at most a few minutes over the time limit.
It is quite remarkable that for several of these instances, both implementations of CPT are able to close more than 90% of the integrality gap with a pure cutting plane approach (especially for bell5 which contains general integer variables). Overall, the average percentage gap improvements are 53.7% and 61.2%, for the WCC and M1NC normalizations, respectively. For over 20% of the test instances (highlighted in bold), there is over 15% increase in the gap improvement using the M1NC normalization compared with the WCC normalization. In particular, for qiu the M1NC normalization provides an additional 40% gap improvement within the same time limit. On the other hand, for instances dcmulti and rout, the WCC normalization provides about 10% gap improvement over the M1NC normalization. We also observe that markshare1, markshare2 and pk1 are hard instances for which Bonami and Minoux (2005) , Balas and Saxena (2008) , Balas and Bonami (2009) and Fischetti et al. (2009) also report 0% gap closure. If these instances are excluded, the average percentage gap improvements rise to 62.2% and 70.8%, for the WCC and M1NC normalizations, respectively. It should be noted that, M1NC is relatively stable, presenting numerical instability in only one of the instances, namely mas74 (not reported). Based on the above criteria (average gap closure within an hour of computing, and numerical stability), M1NC is clearly the normalization of choice.
Table 1 also demonstrates that for moderately sized instances (e.g., less than 1000 variables), the number of disjunctions explored in the CPT is far less than the worst case (full expansion of integer variables), and for such instances, ordinary LP solvers may suffice for cut generation. Moreover, the guidance provided by the objective function and intermediate fractional solutions help limit the number of leaf nodes explored by the CPT algorithm, and does not come close to its worst case bound.
Connections with the Literature and Conclusions
Over the past 15 years, computations using disjunctive cuts (Balas, 1979) have appeared in a variety of contexts. The first successful implementation of a special case of disjunctive cuts for 0-1 MILP within a branch-and-cut framework, known as the lift-and-project cuts (Balas et al., 1993) , is described in Balas et al. (1996) . Lift-and-project cuts rely on two-term (simple) disjunctions of the form x k ≤ 0 or x k ≥ 1, for some binary variable x k . Balas and Perregaard (2002) provide a survey on the recent progress with lift-and-project cuts for 0-1 MILP. In addition, they propose a new normalization constraint for the cut generation linear program (CGLP) of the lift-and-project cuts. Balas and Perregaard (2003) show that lift-and-project cuts from simple disjunctions can be obtained directly from the simplex tableau of the linear programming (LP) relaxation, without solving a larger CGLP. Bonami and Minoux (2005) provide a computational study on the strength of rank-1 lift-and-project cuts and the elementary lift-and-project closure for 0-1 MILP. They conclude that rank-1 lift-and-project cuts are useful in closing a high integrality gap in some instances of MIPLIB 3.0 (Bixby et al., 1996) even when only one round of these cuts is added.
The case for MILP with general integers (MILP-G) has not been as well understood, even when the integer variables are bounded. While pure integer programming can be shown to have a finite representation using Gomory cuts (Gomory, 1963) , the same is not true for MILP-G, unless the optimal objective function value is known to be integral. Adams and Sherali (2005) provided a generalization of the RLT methodology to the case of MILP-G problems using Lagrange Interpolation Polynomials to compute the bound factors in the RLT process. To the best of our knowledge, there are no computational experiments with this method.
For MILP-G, Balas and Saxena (2008) report computational experiments on optimizing over the elementary split closure. Split cuts are obtained from disjunctions that are more general than the simple variable disjunctions, namely α x 1 ≤ β or α x 1 ≥ β +1, where (α, β) ∈ Z n 1 +1 and x 1 is the vector of integer variables. Despite the generality of the split disjunction, Cook et al. (1990) provide an example to show that the split rank of a MILP-G could be infinite. Furthermore, the separation of split cuts is shown to be N P-hard (Caprara and Letchford, 2003) . In their computational study, Balas and Saxena (2008) solve a parametric integer program to generate a violated split cut. While the rank-1 split cuts seem to close a high percentage (about 72%) on average, the computational effort required for their separation is excessive (several hours/days) for most of the test instances. Finally, Zanette et al. (2008) implement Gomory's fractional cutting plane algorithm (Gomory, 1963) , which is finitely convergent for MILP-Gs when the optimal objective function value is integral. They test the method on pure ILPs from MIPLIB instances and report that an average of about 40% gap can be closed on these instances within an hour time limit.
Compared with previous computational results with cutting plane methods for MILP-G, the gap closure due to the multi-term disjunctive cuts provided by the CPT algorithm is significant (60% within an hour). The bottleneck however, is the solution of CGLP in the extended space. Although the number of disjunctions used for cut generation (T ) is moderate in all instances of Table 1 , the overall solution time exceeds one hour. More research is necessary to develop methods to solve large-scale CGLPs arising from multi-term disjunctions effectively. The method proposed in Perregaard and Balas (2001) , Balas and Bonami (2009) to solve the CGLP in the original space of the variables works specifically for the case of simple variable disjunctions. In contrast to the CPT, which discovers the multi-term disjunction to be used, Perregaard and Balas (2001) investigate cut generation for a fixed number of terms in a multi-term disjunction. They provide computational results which suggest that Benders' decomposition algorithm is faster in generating a fixed number of cuts than solving a large-scale CGLP when there are more than two disjunctions in a CGLP. Nevertheless, the experiments reported in Perregaard and Balas (2001) were not intended to test the effectiveness of multi-term disjunctions in solving MILP-G instances. In this sense, our results are unique for pure cutting plane methods using multi-term disjunctions. Finally, the proposed cutting plane method would work best in a branch-and-cut framework. We are currently exploring these research questions.
